April 15, 2011

David Harpley
V.P. Environment and Permitting Affairs
Canadian Zinc Corporation
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4N9

Re:  Prairie Creek Mine – Request for modified Commitments Table

Thank you for submitting an Updated Commitments Table for the Prairie Creek Mine in your correspondence dated March 22, 2011.

During the April 12th Technical Meeting several parties requested a modified and more thorough Commitments Table document to assist in preparation of technical reports. In addition, it was suggested that the Table should include cross-referencing so that the origin of commitments from various source documents can be determined. Referencing commitments also provides background and context for a given commitment.

An improved Commitments Table will resolve uncertainty between Canadian Zinc and parties and will result in resolution of some issues prior to technical report preparation and the upcoming public hearings.

Please submit a modified Commitments Table complete with cross-referencing of individual commitments to the Review Board. The modified and improved Commitments Table as suggested above is requested by April 29, 2011.

Sincerely,

Chuck Hubert
Environmental Assessment Officer